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Cameron Communications Installs InnoStream VOD

Sulphur LA – As more IPTV companies see their legacy VOD servers hit manufacturer discontinued
status, a need for a reliable, well supported replacements has been a challenge for companies like
Louisiana based Cameron Communications. According to Robert Large, Cameron's Director of Network
Operations, the installation and deployment of the new InnoStream server platform has been beneficial
in meeting their goal of offering over 1200 hours of viewing from their Video on Demand library.
Large stated that not having support with hardware that is out of production is a difficult situation
because his company is heavily invested in providing their video customers in Louisiana and Texas a
robust VOD service. A long time player in the VOD business, Cameron heavily promotes their VOD
service telling customers on their website how they can access new release titles up to 28 days before
they're available on Redbox or Netflix.
Large says of the new InnoStream Hardware platform, "We had everything installed and running in a
short period of time and when we needed some support for a minor issue, the Innovative Systems
support team were on top of the situation and had it resolved quickly." Large said that integration with
their non APMAX IPTV Middleware solution went smooth and that he looks forward to the continued
quality support that he has received thus far from the Innovative support group.
About Cameron Communications
Cameron Communications started in 1928 as a small, family-owned company, and has grown
to serve more than 10,000 customers throughout Southwest and Central Louisiana as well as
Southeastern Texas. Cameron Communications was acquired by American Broadband in September of
2010. Cameron provides telecommunication options that include Phone, High-Speed Internet and
Digital Television services. The company employs more than 75 employees.
About Innovative Systems
Innovative Systems offers the APMAX IMS Application Server, the only platform in the industry that
delivers enhanced voice services and IPTV video solutions, as well as eLation, a fully integrated OSS
solution which includes billing, financials, and staking and mapping applications. The new InnoStream
server platform offers VOD, C3V0D and cDVR with all software and hardware provided and managed
by Innovative Systems. With over 1,200 systems in service throughout North America, Innovative
Systems is one of the leading suppliers of telecommunications hardware and software for the
independent communications market. For more info visit their website.
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